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1. Introduction

Occupational health and safety is one of the pillars of public health. The magnitude
of occupational injuries, illnesses, and fatalities has been well documented through retro-
spective analyses of existing record systems. This Special Issue in IJERPH sought research
papers addressing risk reduction studies in occupational safety and ergonomics.

All submissions were reviewed through the MDPI peer review process, resulting in
the acceptance and publication of eleven research papers. The studies contributed to the
body of knowledge in risk management approaches, work organization, and ergonomic
work design as depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Depiction of how content of the papers in this Special Issue contributed to the body of 
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2. Risk Management Approaches 
Regarding risk management approaches, two papers contributed to the design of risk 

assessment matrices [1,2]. The first study addressed the terms used to define ordered cat-
egories of the two axes of most risk assessment matrices—severity and likelihood. Data 
for recommending particular sets of terms were initially obtained by surveying under-
graduate students majoring in occupational safety and health [1]. A follow-on survey of 
graduate students studying industrial hygiene also provided ratings of terms for severity 
and likelihood [2]. The results of the second survey confirmed those of the first survey 
with a few modifications. The second paper provided insights into less recognized aspects 
of risk assessment matrices including both qualitative and quantitative approaches for 
determining risk indicators and using research-based terms to enhance usability for risk 
assessment teams as they estimate the severity and likelihood of future accidents. 

The third paper reported an exploratory study addressing the exposure to pesticide 
of agricultural workers in Thailand [3]. According to the study authors, many workers 
apply insecticides without chemical protective clothing due to the cost of the full-suit 
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Figure 1. Depiction of how content of the papers in this Special Issue contributed to the body of
knowledge regarding occupational safety and health.

2. Risk Management Approaches

Regarding risk management approaches, two papers contributed to the design of
risk assessment matrices [1,2]. The first study addressed the terms used to define ordered
categories of the two axes of most risk assessment matrices—severity and likelihood.
Data for recommending particular sets of terms were initially obtained by surveying
undergraduate students majoring in occupational safety and health [1]. A follow-on survey
of graduate students studying industrial hygiene also provided ratings of terms for severity
and likelihood [2]. The results of the second survey confirmed those of the first survey
with a few modifications. The second paper provided insights into less recognized aspects
of risk assessment matrices including both qualitative and quantitative approaches for
determining risk indicators and using research-based terms to enhance usability for risk
assessment teams as they estimate the severity and likelihood of future accidents.

The third paper reported an exploratory study addressing the exposure to pesticide of
agricultural workers in Thailand [3]. According to the study authors, many workers apply
insecticides without chemical protective clothing due to the cost of the full-suit personal
protective equipment that meets international standards. The study reported the findings
of a laboratory examination of a protective suit made with a low-cost material.
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3. Work Organization Approaches

Regarding work organization approaches, five papers contributed to the body of
knowledge [4–8]. One of these papers described findings from surveys involving con-
struction workers carrying out electrical substation projects in Saudi Arabia [4]. The
researchers used the survey results to explore the relationship between factors related to
organizational climate and the perceived influence on safety. Additionally, the authors
used the survey results to propose a graphic model depicting the relationships between
seven factors: (1) safety leadership, (2) safety attitudes, (3) the interaction between factors
1 and 2, (4) safety motivation, (5) safety knowledge, (6) safety participation, and (7) safety
compliance. The Special Issue editors expect the graphic model will become the most cited
outcome of the paper.

The second survey addressing organizational approaches to occupational safety ob-
tained inputs from employees at two power plants in Iran [5]. The 42-item survey included
items reflecting self-reported pain, performance, and wellbeing. Using data from 109 of
110 employees, the researchers explored the relationships between ergonomic climate fac-
tors and self-reported musculoskeletal symptoms [5]. One of the two main findings was
that the respondents who reported experiencing musculoskeletal pain had significantly
higher scores on the ergonomic climate survey.

The third survey involving work organization involved 459 employees working in
the United States stone, sand, and gravel industry [6]. The survey asked about the signs
and symptoms of musculoskeletal conditions. The prevalence of these conditions was
compared to responses about processes used for ergonomic hazard identification and
weekly hours of work. High prevalence rates of reported musculoskeletal pain were found
among those working as a mechanic/maintenance worker. Higher prevalence rates were
found among those working more than 60 h per week. The study authors recommend
improving methods for ergonomic hazard identification and limiting weekly work hours.

The fourth paper on work organization reported findings based on analyses of coal
mining accident investigation reports in China [7]. The researchers performed sophisticated
analyses to find organizational factors associated with the accidents [7]. The analysis
involved starting with 883 accident reports based on phrases found in the reports. These
were categorized into 55 manifestations suggesting causal contributors to the accidents.
The authors sorted these factors based on the human factors analysis and classification
system (HFACS). The five categories, from most distal to most proximal, were: external
influences, organizational influences, unsafe supervision, unsafe preconditions, and unsafe
acts. Based on these analyses, the authors presented a coal mining version of the HFACS
which they refer to as HFACS-CM [7].

A fifth survey related to work climate examined hospital emergency room violence
experienced by hospital employees [8]. The survey described four incident scenarios and
asked respondents if they considered the incident a reportable crime. The survey revealed
differences between hospital staff and the local police regarding what incidents should
be reported and how to account for patients with various mental conditions. Hindsight
suggests the term “reportable crime” was understood by police as a specific criminal act
whereas hospital personnel may have been unclear if “reportable” meant reportable to
local police or reportable within the hospital organization. Perhaps the main contribu-
tion of the survey results is for future research on this topic to use more specific items
on violence reporting to learn how hospitals might integrate patients’ mental state into
reporting policies.

4. Ergonomic Work Design

Regarding ergonomic work design approaches, two papers described comparisons
between a current work method with a more ergonomic method proposed by the study
authors [9,10]. The authors of the first of these papers applied biomechanical analysis
to a task involving the manual handling of beer kegs in a brewery [9]. Using wearable
technology, the investigators used results of their biomechanical analyses to identify a less
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stressful work arrangement for handling the beer kegs [9]. The authors of the second paper
examined posture-stressing tasks required of hotel room cleaners., and an intervention
involving long-handled cleaning tools was successfully tested [10].

Another survey-related study described how to measure the effects of frequent patient
alarms in hospital intensive care units [11]. The authors sought to translate a survey
originally established in English into the Polish language. The process involved having
an initial translation from English to Polish (forward translation) followed by the Polish
language version being back-translated to English by different translators. The processes
also included reviews for possible cultural differences using staff who regularly work
in a Polish intensive care unit. The resulting Polish language survey instrument will
provide a basis for future studies into the influence of frequent alarms in ICUs and some
other hospital areas. The study also illustrated the complexity involved in translating a
standardized questionnaire from the original language to a different language.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we would have appreciated more submissions for our Special Issue,
but we are satisfied with slightly exceeding our initial goal of ten. The papers represent
some of the more common approaches to occupational safety research. The set of eleven
has three on risk management, five on work organization, and three on ergonomic work
design. The international nature of safety research is represented by the countries of the
principal authors: Thailand [3], Saudi Arabia [4], Iran [5], China [7], Poland [11], and the
United States [1,2,6,8–10].
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